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It has been conjectured by A. E. Brouwer that the dimension of the universal
embedding module of a dual polar space of type Sp2n(2) is *(n)=(2n+1)(2n&1+1)3.
Following a point stabilizer approach of A. A. Ivanov and M. K. Bardoe, we in-
vestigate the dimensions of certain quotients of permutation modules for SLn(2) on
subspaces of a fixed vector space of dimension n. This is accomplished by studying
the nullity of associated incidence matrices over GF(2). In the process we provide
evidence of a generating set for the dual polar space of type Sp2n(2) of cardinality *(n).
 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS
Let V be a vector space of dimension 2n over GF(2) equipped with a
nondegenerate alternating bilinear form f : V_V  GF(2). The dual polar
space of type Sp2n(2) is a point-line geometry whose point set P consists of
the maximal totally isotropic subspaces of V. It is well known [1] that all
maximal totally isotropic subspaces have dimension n. The line set L
consists of next-to-maximal totally isotropic subspaces of dimension n&1
with incidence being reverse containment. We assume the reader is familiar
with the basic definitions related to graphs and point-line geometries and as
an excellent reference one may consult [4]. In particular we have a
distance function d which gives the length of a minimal path between two
points X and Y in P. By [5] we have d(X, Y )=n&dimGF(2) X & Y. Each
line contains exactly 3 points.
A projective embedding of a point line geometry with three points on a
line is a mapping e: P  W> where W is a finite dimensional vector space
over GF(2) satisfying
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(i) e is injective
(ii) (e(P))GF(2)=W
(iii) For a line l=[X, Y, Z] we have e(X )+e(Y )+e(Z)=0
We call W an embedding module for (P, L). Such a module U is called
the universal embedding module for (P, L) if every other embedding
module of (P, L) is a homomorphic image of U. We denote the universal
embedding module for a dual polar space of type Sp2n(2) as Un .
We follow an approach of M. K. Bardoe and A. A. Ivanov [2]. Let
X # P and set Pi=[Y # P | d(X, Y )=i] for 0in. We define a graph 1 in
whose vertices are the elements of Pi . Let Y1 and Y2 be two elements of Pi . We
say that Y1 is adjacent to Y2 if there is a Z # Pi&1 so [Y1 , Y2 , Z]=l # L. In
general, 1 in is not connected so we let 1
i
n=C1 _+ C2 _+ } } } _+ Cri be a partition
of 1 in into its connected components. It is well known [2] that the connected
components of 1 in are in bijective correspondence with the (n&i)-spaces of X.
In particular if Y # Cj then the (n&i)-space associated to Cj is X & Y.
Let G=Sp2n(2) and let GX=StabG(X ). We note that Un is a G-module
and when we restrict the action to GX , Un has GX-submodules N in which
are spanned by the image of points at distance less than or equal to i from X.
Our goal is to investigate the dimensions of the quotient modules N in N
i&1
n .
The Levi complement L of GX is isomorphic to SLn(2) and the action of
L on N in N
i&1
n is equivalent to the action of SLn(2) on the (n&i)-spaces
of X. Thus investigating the dimension of the universal embedding module
for dual polar spaces of type Sp2n(2) can be reformulated as follows.
Since N in N
i&1
n is a quotient of the permutation module for SLn(2) on
(n&i)-spaces, the question becomes which additional relation(s) must be
imposed on these permutation modules to realize N in N
i&1
n as an
isomorphic image. Bardoe and Ivanov [2] have discovered such a relation
in Sp6(2). They have deduced via a computer calculation that N 23 N
1
3
is 6-dimensional which implies the sum of the image of the connected
components of 1 23 in N
2
3 N
1
3 equals 0. This relation persists in the higher
dimensional symplectic cases since the convex hull of a fixed point at
distance i and a point at distance i+3 forms an Sp6(2)-subgeometry.
If we use the bijection between the connected components of 1 in and the
(n&i)-spaces of X, we see the relation as follows. The point at distance i
is associated to an (n&i)-space, the point at distance i+3 is associated
to an (n&(i+3))-space, and the points at distance i+2 in this convex
hull are associated with (n&(i+2))-spaces. In the permutation module for
SLn(2) the sum of the seven (n&(i+2))-spaces incident with an
(n&(i+3), n&i)-flag must be 0. In what follows we simplify this to studying
the incidence of k-spaces of X with (k&1, k+2)-flags of X.
We point out that it is currently unknown whether this is the only relation
required to realize N in N
i&1
n as a quotient of the permutation module for
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SLn(2). In Section 2 we define incidence matrices for k-dimensional
subspaces of X with (k&1, k+2)-flags of X. The nullity of these incidence
matrices equals the dimensions of the quotients of the permutation
modules for SLn(2) on the (n&i)-spaces of X with the submodule
generated by the above relation. We also introduce sets of k-dimensional
subspaces of X (C-Covers of 0). The k-spaces in a C-Cover of 0 are in
bijective correspondence with rows of the incidence matrix which sum to
the zero row over GF(2). In Section 3 we axiomatize (condition N) certain
k-dimensional subspaces of X. In Section 4 we provide evidence that the
number of such k-dimensional subspaces satisfying condition N is a lower
bound for the nullity of the incidence matrix. Finally, in Section 5 we
summarize our results and state some conjectures regarding the set of
k-dimensional subspaces of X satisfying condition N.
2. INCIDENCE MATRICES M(n, k) AND C-COVERS
Let V be a vector space of dimension n3 over GF(2). Suppose k is an
integer satisfying 1kn&2. We define a (k&1, k+2)-flag to be a chain
of subspaces K/Y where K is a k&1 dimensional subspace of V and Y is
a k+2 dimensional subspace of V. A subspace L of V is said to be incident
with the flag K/Y if K/L/Y. Fix an ordering of the k dimensional sub-
spaces of V, and an ordering of the (k&1, k+2)-flags of V. We define the
incidence matrix M(n, k) for 1kn&2 as follows: The rows are indexed
by the ordered k dimensional subspaces of V and the columns are indexed
by the ordered (k&1, k+2)-flags of V. The (i, j)-entry of M(n, k) is 1 if
the i th k-dimensional subspace is incident with the j th (k&1, k+2)-flag.
The (i, j)-entry of M(n, k) is 0 otherwise.
Let W be a subspace of V of dimension i, and let X be a subspace of W
of dimension j, 1 j<i. We define an (i, j)-complement C to be the set
difference W&X. As we shall see, (i, j)-complements are useful in deter-
mining dependencies among the rows of our incidence matrices.
Let C=W&X be an (i, j)-complement. Let K be a subspace of X of
dimension r where 0r j. Let 1 be the set of all k-dimensional subspaces
L of W so that L & X=K. We will call 1 a C-cover of K. If K is the trivial
subspace of X, 1 will be called a C-cover of 0.
We first note some important examples of C-covers and their relation-
ship to the (i, j)-complement C. The following two lemmas appear in [8]
and we reproduce them here for completeness.
Lemma 2.1. Let C=W&X be an (n&1, n&2)-complement, and let K
be a (k&1)-dimensional subspace of X. Let 1=[L1 , L2 , ..., Lr] be a
C-cover of K. Then [Li&K | 1ir] is a partition of C and r=2n&k&1.
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Proof. Since any element L of 1 must contain K and satisfy L & X=K,
any element of 1 can be constructed by choosing any element v of C to
complete K to a k-dimensional subspace of W. The resulting k-dimensional
subspace (K, v) would be the union of K and the 2k&1 nonzero vectors
of the coset K+v. Since distinct elements Li and Lj of 1 intersect in the
(k&1)-dimensional subspace K, we must have (Li&K) & (Lj&K)=<.
Thus [Li&K | 1ir] is a partition C into disjoint subsets of order
2k&1. Since C has order 2n&2 we see there are precisely
2n&2
2k&1
=2n&k&1
distinct k-dimensional subspaces in 1. K
Lemma 2.2. Let C=W&X be an (n&1, n&2)-complement. Let 1 be a
C-cover of K, a (k&1)-dimensional subspace of X. Let Y be a subspace of
V of dimension at least k+2. Then the number of elements of 1 contained
in Y is even.
Proof. Let Y be a subspace of V of dimension at least k+2. If K is not
contained in Y or Y & W is contained in X, then no element of 1 is
contained in Y. Thus we may assume K is contained in Y and U=Y & W
is not contained in X. Then Z=Y & X is a hyperplane of U. By a similar
argument as in lemma 2.1 the number of elements of 1 contained in Y is
|U&Z|
2k&1
=
|Z|
2k&1
.
Since W is a hyperplane of V, if Y is contained in W, then |Z|2k+1.
If Y is not contained in W, then |Z|2k. In either case the number of
elements of 1 contained in Y is even. K
We use these special cases to demonstrate an important property of
C-covers when C is an (n&1, n&k&1)-complement.
Proposition 2.3. Let C=W&X be an (n&1,n&k&1)-complement
where 1kn&2. Let 1 be a C-cover of 0. Let F be the (k&1, k+2)-flag
K/Y. Then the number of the elements of 1 incident with F is even.
Proof. If K is not contained in any element of 1 then no element of 1
is incident with F and the proposition is true. Hence we may assume K/L
for some L # 1. Since 1 is a C-cover of 0, we must have L & X=0 and so
K & X=0. But then K+X has dimension k&1+n&k&1=n&2. Then
we must have that C*=W&(K+X ) is an (n&1, n&2)-complement. Let
1* be a C*-cover of K. Note that 1*1. This follows since any L* # 1*
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must satisfy L* & (K+X )=K from which it follows L & X=0. Any L # 1
containing K must also be in 1*. This shows the set of elements in 1
containing K is precisely the C*-cover of K, 1*. Now using lemma 2.2
we see Y must contain an even number of the elements of 1*, since C* is
an (n&1, n&2)-complement. Thus the number of elements in 1 incident
with F is even. K
Next we count the number of elements in a C-cover of 0 where C is an
(n&1, n&k&1)-complement.
Lemma 2.4. Let C=W&X be an (n&1, n&k&1)-complement where
1kn&2. Let 1 be a C-cover of 0. Then |1 |=2k(n&k&1).
Proof. We first count the number of bases for k dimensional subspaces
L of W where L & X=0. This number is
(2n&1&2n&k&1)(2n&1&2n&k) } } } (2n&1&2n&2).
Now we divide this number by the number of basis in a fixed k dimen-
sional subspace to compute the number of elements in 1. Thus
|1 |=
(2n&1&2n&k&1)(2n&1&2n&k) } } } (2n&1&2n&2)
(2k&1)(2k&2) } } } (2k&2k&1)
=
(2n&k&1)k (2k&1)(2k&2) } } } (2k&2k&1)
(2k&1)(2k&2) } } } (2k&2k&1)
=2k(n&k&1). K
For a given k-space Z let RZ be the row of M(n, k) indexed by Z. The
following is a corollary of Proposition 2.3.
Corollary 2.5. Let C be an (n&1, n&k&1)-complement. Let S=
[1, 2, } } } , 2k(n&k&1)]. Let 1 be a C-cover of 0 where 1=[Li | i # S]. Then
over GF(2)
:
i # S
RLi=0. (1)
Proof. In the column corresponding to any (k&1, k+2)-flag there
are by Proposition 2.3 an even number of 1’s in the rows indexed by
the k-dimensional subspaces contained in 1. Thus over GF(2) we have
Eq. (1). K
We can utilize C-covers of 0, where C is an (n&1, n&k&1)-complement
to produce additional dependencies. Since our base field is GF(2) given
two Ci -covers of 0, say 11 and 12 , it should be obvious that the symmetric
difference 11+12 = 11 _ 12&(11 & 12 ) also indexes rows whose sum
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is 0. Since the symmetric difference is an associative operation we may
generalize this construction in the following manner:
Corollary 2.6. Let Ci be an (n&1, n&k&1)-complement for 1ir.
Let 11 , 12 , ..., 1r be the respective Ci covers of 0. Then the rows of M(n, k)
indexed by k&spaces in the symmetric difference 11+12+ } } } +1r sum to
0 over GF(2).
We shall call an (n&1, n&k&1)-cover of 0 or the symmetric difference
of such sets an N-set.
3. BINARY ORDER
Let us call a dependency in M(n, k) any set of rows that sum to the zero
row over GF(2). Our strategy is to count the number of dependencies of
the type described by Corollary 2.6 that are distinct in the sense they may
be used in the row reduction of our matrix. The following definitions and
lemmas also appear in [8] but we reproduce them here for completeness.
To accomplish our goal we introduce the following order on the vectors
of V. Fix a basis [xn , xn&1 , ..., x1] of V. Reversing the order of the indices
will simplify the exposition. Given two vectors v, w of V we have
v=anxn+an&1 xn&1+ } } } +a1x1 and w=bnxn+bn&1xn&1+ } } } +b1 x1 .
We say that vOw if as binary numbers anan&1 } } } a1<bnbn&1 } } } b1 . We
refer to this order as binary order on V with respect to the basis
[xn , xn&1 , ..., x1]. We also say a vector v # V is of weight k with respect to a
basis if v has exactly k nonzero coordinates with respect to the basis. In this
case we write wt(v)=k.
We can also introduce an ordering on the subspaces of V of a given
dimension using binary order. Suppose A and B are subspaces of V of
dimension r, where 1rn. Now we order the vectors of A and B in
binary order. Suppose that
A=[a1 , a2 , ..., a2r]
and
B=[b1 , b2 , ..., b2r].
We will say that AOB if at the smallest index j where aj {bj we have
aj Obj . We will refer to this ordering as the binary order on the subspaces
of V a given dimension with respect to the fixed basis [xn , xn&1 , ..., x1].
One can in a similar manner order the set of all bases of a k-dimensional
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subspace of V with respect to the same fixed basis. We shall refer to all the
above orderings as binary order when the context is clear.
We will also define for v # V the spt(v) to be the set of nonzero coor-
dinate indices of v with respect to our basis [xn , xn&1 , ..., x1]. Thus spt(v)
[1, 2, ..., n]. For a subspace L we define spt(L)=v # L spt(v). For a
vector of v # V the largest nonzero index of v or lni(v) will refer to the
largest index of a vector in our fixed basis [xn , xn&1 , ..., x1] for which v
has a nonzero coefficient. The smallest nonzero index of v or sni(v) will
refer to the smallest index of a vector in our fixed basis [xn , xn&1 , ..., x1]
for which v has a nonzero coefficient. First we prove a preliminary result
concerning the choice of a basis for an arbitrary subspace of V.
Lemma 3.1. Let L be a nontrivial subspace of V of dimension r. Then the
smallest basis [v1 Ov2 O } } } Ovr] of L in binary order has lni(v i)<lni(v j)
whenever 1i< jr and lni(vi)  spt(vj) for 1i{ jr.
Proof. Let [v1 Ov2 O } } } Ovr] be the smallest basis of L in binary
order. Let Li=[v1 Ov2 O } } } Ovi] for 1ir. Then vi+1 is the smallest
vector in binary order in L&Li . Thus vi+1 Ovi+vi+1 . This implies
lni(vi){lni(vi+1). Since vi Ovi+1 we must have lni(vi)<lni(vi+1) from
which the first assertion follows. If lni(vi) # spt(vj) for i{ j then
lni(vi)<lni(vj) since equality is impossible. Thus vi Ovj . However
vi+vj Ovj in this case. This contradicts vj being the smallest element in
L&Lj&1 since vi # Lj&1 . K
Lemma 3.2. Let L=[w1 Ow2 O } } } Ow2r] be a subspace of V of dimension
r where the ordering is the binary ordering on V with respect to a fixed basis of V.
The smallest subspace of L of dimension r&1 is K=[w1 Ow2 O } } } Ow2r&1].
Proof. It suffices to show that K is a subspace of L. Let
[v1 Ov2 O } } } Ovr] be the smallest basis of L in binary order We claim
K=K*=(v1 Ov2 O } } } Ovr&1). Note that every vector in K* is smaller
than every vector in the coset K*+vr of L. Thus, the r&1 dimensional
subspace K* consists of the smallest 2r&1 vectors of L and so K=K*. K
We will say that a k-dimensional subspace L of V satisfies condition N
if the following axioms hold for v1 , v2 , ..., vk , the smallest basis of L:
(N1) wt(vi)2 for 1ik.
(N2) If vi Ovj and wt(vi)=wt(vj)=2, then sni(vi)sni(vj).
(N3) If va Ovb Ovc , wt(va)=wt(vb)=wt(vc)=2, sni(va)<sni(vb)=
sni(vc)= p, then vb and vc are the only vectors among v1 , v2 , ..., vk with
smallest nonzero index equal to p, and if vi Ovb where wt(vi)=2 then
p>lni(vi).
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Our goal is to show that any subspace L satisfying condition N is the
smallest element in binary order in an N-set. First we describe the basis of
any element of an (n&1, n&k&1)-cover of 0. Whenever L is a subspace
of a vector space W we write LW.
Lemma 3.3. Let 1 be a C-cover of 0 where C=W&X is an
(n&1, n&k&1)-complement. Let L be the smallest element of 1 in binary order.
Assume [z1 Oz2 O } } } Ozn&k&1] is the smallest base for X, and
[w1 Ow2 O } } } Owk] is the smallest base for L. Let S=[1, 2, ..., n&k&1].
Then for every K # 1, there is for 1tk a subset St=St(K)S so that
{vt=wt+ :s # StS zs | 1tk= (2)
is a basis of K.
Proof. Any basis of the form (2) can be constructed by adding to any
of the basis vectors [w1 Ow2 O } } } Owk], any vector of the form
i # US z i . Since there are 2n&k&1 subsets US, one can construct
2k(n&k&1) such bases in this manner. One can show that each basis
generates a distinct k-dimensional subspace of W that intersects trivially
with X. However, by Lemma 2.4, this exhausts all elements of 1. K
Now we prove two lemmas of a combinatorial set theoretical nature.
Lemma 3.4. Let S1 , S2 , ..., Sr be nonempty pairwise distinct subsets of a
set D where ri=1 S i=D. For each t where 1tr let pt represent a parity,
even or odd. Then the number of subsets BD so that the parity of |B & St |
is pt for 1tr is 2 |D|&r+s where s0 and |D|&r+s0.
Proof. Let I=[1, 2, ..., r]. For JI we set SJ= i # J S i . Since the S i
are pairwise distinct and form a (set-theoretical) cover of D, we may write
D as the following disjoint union,
D=_.+
r
i=1 \Si& .|J |=2, i # JSJ+&
.+ _ .+
|J |=2 \SJ& .|K|=3, JKSK+&
.+ } } } .+ _ .+
|J |=r&1
(SJ&SI )& .+ SI . (3)
There are 2r&1 disjoint sets in (3) and we suppose t1 of them are empty.
Now any BD satisfying the required parity conditions can be constructed
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by selecting subsets of the above 2r&1 sets of the appropriate parity.
Since we are requiring a specific parity for |B & St | for 1tr, the parity
of the first r disjoint subsets in (3) will be determined as soon as we have
specified the parity of the last 2r&r&1 disjoint sets. Suppose t2 of these
last 2r&r&1 sets are empty. Then we can freely choose the parity of
2r&r&t2&1 of these and there are clearly
22
r&r&t2&1.
such choices. Now for each of the 2r&1&t1 nonempty sets in (3), if a
given set has order a, then it is well known this set has 2a&1 subsets of odd
order, and 2a&1 subsets of even order. So regardless of the choices of parity
made above, the number of possible choices for subsets to acheive that
parity is
2 |D| &(2
r&1&t1).
Note that if we counted all possible subsets we would get 2 |D|. We subtract
1 from the exponent for each nonempty set since we are counting only sub-
sets of a fixed parity for that set. Finally, the number of subsets BD so
|B & St | has parity pt for 1tr is
22
r&r&t2&12 |D|&(2
r&1&t1)=2 |D|&r+s,
where s=t1&t20. Note that if |D|<r then at least r&|D| of the first r
subsets must be empty. Thus, sr&|D| and so |D|&r+s0. K
Lemma 3.5. Let S1 , S2 , ..., Sr be nonempty pairwise distinct subsets of a
set D where ri=1 S i=ED. For each t where 1tr let pt represent a
parity, even or odd. Then the number of subsets BD so that the parity of
|B & St | is pt for 1tr is 2 |D| &r+s where s0 and |D|&r+s0.
Proof. We can apply Lemma 3.3 to the set E to conclude that the
number of subsets B*E satisfying the given parity conditions is
2 |E|&r+s,
where s is the number of empty sets among the first r disjoint sets in a
decomposition of E identical to (3). Now given any BD we have
B=(B & E)_+ (B & (D&E)).
Since each Si E the parity of |B & Si | is affected only by B & E. To
construct all such B we may choose any subset of E satisfying the parity
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conditions, but we can choose any subset of D&E. As a result, the number
of BD satisfying the parity conditions are
2 |E|&r+s2 |D|& |E|=2 |D|&r&s.
Since |E|&r+s0, a fortiori |D|&r+s0. K
Here we identify which subspaces satisfying condition N are the smallest
elements in binary order in a C-cover of 0.
Proposition 3.6. Let L be a k-dimensional subspace of V and let
[v1 Ov2 O } } } Ovk] be the smallest basis of L. If
} .
k
i=1
spt(vi) }k+1
then there exists an (n&1, n&k&1)-complement C=W&X and a C-cover
1 of 0 so that L is the smallest element of 1 in binary order.
Proof. Since there are n&(k+1)=n&1&k free indices not in
ki=1 spt(vi) it is possible to complete the basis [v1 Ov2 O } } } Ovk] to a
basis [w1 Ow2 O } } } Own&1] of an n&1 dimensional space W so
lni(w i)<lni(wj) whenever wi Owj . Now we set
X=(wi # [w1 Ow2 O } } } Own&1] | w i {vj , 1 jk).
Clearly C=W&X is an (n&1, n&k&1)-complement. Now set
1=[LW | dim L=k, L & X=0].
By definition 1 is a C-cover of 0, and we claim that L is the smallest
element of 1 in binary order. It is obvious that L # 1 by construction. Also
W=LX so that an arbitrary element of W&X may be written in the
form l+x where l # L, x # X and l{0. We begin by showing that v1 is the
smallest element in W&X in binary order. By above we must show that
v1 P l+x for l{0, l # L, x # X.
Note that for any l # L that lO l+x for any nonzero x # X. This follows
since lni(x)  spt(vi) for 1ik. Now by choice of our basis for L, v1 is the
smallest vector in L so
v1 P lP l+x.
In this manner one can easily show vi+1 is the smallest vector in W&Xi
where Xi=(X, v1 , v2 , ..., vi). From this it follows that L is the smallest
element in 1 in binary order. If K # 1 and K has as smallest basis
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[z1 Oz2 O } } } Ozk) , then at the first index j where vj and zj differ, we
must have vj Ozj since vj is the smallest vector in W&Xj&1 and
zj # W&Xj&1 . K
Our goal is to show that every k dimensional subspace of V satisfying
condition N is the smallest element in binary order in an N-set. Proposi-
tion 3.6 shows we must construct symmetric differences of C-covers of 0 to
handle the general case.
4. SYMMETRIC DIFFERENCES OF C-COVERS OF 0
Let L be a k-dimensional subspace of V satisfying condition N with
smallest basis [v1 Ov2 O } } } Ovk]. As in Section 3 our binary ordering is
based on a fixed basis [xn , xn&1 , ..., x1] of V. In this section we assume
|spt(L)|k+2, which is the case not handled by proposition 3.6. For
1tk we define d(t)=|[sni(vi) | 1it]|. In other words, for 1tk,
d(t) is the number of distinct smallest nonzero indices occurring among
[v1 Ov2 O } } } Ovt]. Let j be the smallest integer where 1 jk and d( j)=2.
For the smallest basis of our k-dimensional subspace L we fix the following
notation for this section:
it=lni(vt) for 1tk
I=[1, 2, ..., n], R=[i1<i2< } } } <ik]
T=[ij<ij+1< } } } <ik]
T1=[it # T | wt(vt)=1], T2=[it # T | wt(vt)=2].
Let a be the unique smallest nonzero index among v1 , v2 , ..., vj&1 and
D=[sni(vt) | jtk and wt(vt)=2].
We let D1 be the subset of D whose elements occur as the smallest non-
zero index of vt for jtk exactly once. Similarly, let D2 be the subset of
D whose elements occur as the smallest nonzero index of vt for jtk
exactly twice. It follows from axiom (N3) that D=D1 _+ D2 . Finally, set
E=I&(R _ [a]).
With this fixed notation we now proceed to construct a symmetric
difference of C-covers of 0. This construction is based on numerous computer
calculations. We conjecture that the smallest element in binary order
relative to our fixed basis [xn , xn&1 , ..., x1] in this symmetric difference will
be L, our arbitrary k-dimensional subspace of V satisfying condition N
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where |spt(L)|k+2. Let A1 T1 , A2 T2 and A3 D2 where |A2 _+ A3 |
=|T2 |. Set A=A1 _+ A2 _+ A3 . Set
J1=(v1 Ov2 O } } } Ovj&1)
J2=(xt+xa | # A1)
J3=(xt | t # A2 _+ A3 _+ (T1&A1)) .
Now set
LA=(J1 , J2 , J3) .
Now let B1 D1 . If b # D2 by definition of D2 there exist vsb Ovtb among
the smallest basis of L so sni(vsb)=sni(vtb)=b. Again by axiom (N3) these
are the only two elements of the smallest basis of L with these properties.
Thus for b # D2 we have uniquely defined vsb Ovtb . Since these are weight
2 vectors by (N1) we set vtb=xpb+xb and vsb=xqb+xb . We will utilize this
notation in what follows. Set
S(A2)=[ pb # T2&A2 | b # D2].
For any B2 S(A2) set B=B1 _+ B2 _+ (T2&(A2 _+ B2))_+ (D2&A3) and
let
K1=(xpb+xqb+xb | qb # B2)
K2=(xt+xa | t # B1 _+ (T2&(A2 _+ B2))_+ (D2&A3))
K3=(xt | t # E&(B1 _+ D2)).
Now we set
XB=(K1 , K2 , K3).
We note that LA has dimension k, XB has dimension n&k&1, and if we
set
WA, B=(LA , XB)
then WA, B has dimension n&1 so that WA, B&XB is an (n&1, n&k&1)-
complement. Thus
1A, B=[MWA, B | dim M=k and M & XB=0]
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is an (n&1, n&k&1)-cover of 0. The following series of lemmas and
propositions provide evidence that L is the smallest k-dimensional subspace
in binary order in the symmetric difference
:
A, B
1A, B ,
where A and B satisfy
A=A1 _+ A2 _+ A3 (4)
A1 T1 , A2 T2 , A3 D2 , and |A2 _ A3 |=|T2 | (5)
B=B1 _+ B2 _+ (T2&(A2 _+ B2))_+ (D2&A3) (6)
B1 D1 , B2 S(A2). (7)
Lemma 4.1. Let the pairs of sets (A, B) and (A*, B) satisfy conditions
(4)(7). Then
1=1A, B & 1A*, B=<
whenever A{A*.
Proof. If 1{< then there exists an M # 1 so that MU=
WA, B & WA*, B . Since XBU we must have M+XBU. Note that
dim M+XB=n&1 since M & XB=0. However, WA, B {WA*, B . This
implies dim Un&2. This contradiction forces 1=<. K
Lemma 4.2. Let A and B be sets satisfying conditions (4)(7). We then
have xa  WA, B .
Proof. If xa # WA, B it follows from the construction that x i # WA, B for
i # I&B2 . If i # B2 then i= pb for the uniquely defined vectors vsb Ovtb
where vtb=xpb+xb and vsb=xqb+xb . Then xpb+xqb+xb # K1XBWA, B .
Note that qb  B2 so xqb # WA, B . Thus xpb+xb # WA, B . Since b # D2 either
b # A3 or D2&A3 . If b # A3 then xb # J3WA, B implies xpb # WA, B .
If b # D2&A3 , then xb+xa # K2XB . If xa # WA, B , then xb # WA, B
and so xpb # WA, B . Thus xi # WA, B for every i # I which contradicts
dim WA, B=n&1. K
Lemma 4.3. Suppose A1=<, B1=<, A3=D2 , A2=T2&[ pb | b # D2],
and B2=S(A2). If A is defined as in (4) and B is defined as in (6), then the
pair (A, B) satisfies conditions (4)(7) and L # 1A, B .
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Proof. We note it is obvious that (A, B) satisfies conditions (4)(7). In
this case we have LA=(J1 , J3) where
J1=(v1 Ov2 O } } } Ovj&1) and J3=(xt | t # A2 _ A3 _ (T1&A1)).
Also we have XB=(K1 , K3) where
K1=(xpb+xqb+xb | b # D2) and K3=(xt | t # E&D2).
We first show LWA, B=(LA , XB). It suffices to show that vt # WA, B for
jtk. Recall lni(vt)=it . If it # T1 then vt # J3WA, B . If it # T2 and
b=sni(vt) # D1 , then b # E&D2 implies xb # K3 . Note in this case it # A2
we have xit # J3 so that vt=xit+xb # WA, B . The only other case is it # T2
and b=sni(vt) # D2 . Then we must have it= pb or it=qb . Since qb # A2 we
have xqb # J3 . Since xpb+xqb+xb # K1 we have xqb+xpb+xqb+xb=
xpb+xb # WA, B . Thus assume lni(vt)=qb . Note xb # J3 and xqb # J3 so vt=
xqb+xb # WA, B . In any case then LWA, B .
Now we demonstrate that L & XB=0. Suppose v # L & XB . First assume
spt(v) & D2 {< so there exist b # spt(v) where b # D2 . Since v # XB we must
have [ pb , qb]/spt(v). This follows since the indices in K1 and K3 are
disjoint. However, for v # L we can’t have [ pb , qb , b]spt(v) since the
only basis vectors involving pb , qb , and b are xpb+xb and xqb+xb . Thus
we may assume spt(v) & D2=<. But then v # K3 . Note spt(K3) & spt(L)=D1
so if v # L, then spt(v)D1 . Any element of L having support in D1 must
also have support in T2 since the largest nonzero indices are distinct. Thus
L & XB=0. As a result L # 1A, B . K
Lemma 4.4. Suppose A1=<, B1=<, A3=D2 , A2=T2&[ pb | b # D2],
and B2=S(A2). If A is defined as in (4) and B is defined as in (6), then for any
pair (A*, B*) satisfying conditions (4)(7) and distinct from (A, B), L  1A*, B* .
Proof. In each case we let A* be defined by (4) and B* be defined by
(6). First assume A1 {<. Then there is an it # A1 T1 xit+xa # LA . Now
it # T1 implies so vt=xit # L. If LWA*, B* then xa # WA*, B* contradicting
Lemma 4.2.
If B1 {< then there exists a b # B1 so xb+xa # K2 . If LWA*, B* then
for some sb # A2 we have xsb+xb # WA*, B* . For sb # A2 we have xsb # J3 .
Thus we have xsb+xb+xsb+xb+xa=xa # WA*, B* which again contradicts
Lemma 4.2.
Now assume A3 {D2 which implies A3 is a proper subset of D2 . Thus
we have b # D2&A3 so xb+xa # K2 . If LWA*, B* then xpb+xb+xb+xa=
xpb+xa # WA*, B* . If pb # A2 then xpb # J3 so that xa # WA*, B* contradicting
Lemma 4.2. Thus pb  A2 which implies pb # S(A2). Since B2 S(A2) we
have two cases.
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If pb # B2 then xpb+xqb+xb # K1 . LWA*, B* implies xpb+xb+xqb+
xb+xb+xa=xpb+xqb+xb+xa # WA*, B* which implies xa # WA*, B* . If
pb  B2 then xpb+xa # K2 . Since xb+xa # K2 we must have xpb+xa+xb+xa
=xpb+xb # K2XB . Since xpb+xb # L we then have L & XB {< which
of course implies that L  1A*, B* .
At this point we may assume A2=D3 . Next assume B2 {S(A2). Since
B2 /S(A2) let pb # S(A2)&B2 . Since pb  A2 we must have xpb+xa # K2 .
Since b # D2=A3 we have xb # J3 . Thus if LWA*, B* we have xpb+xb+
xpb+xa+xb=xa # WA*, B* again contradicting Lemma 4.2.
We may assume the four conditions so far proven hold. Finally, we
assume A2 {F=T2&[ pb | b # D2]. Note that A2 cannot be a proper
subset of F since |F |=|T2 |&|A3 |=|T2 |&|D2 | and by condition (5),
|A2 _+ A3 |=|T2 |. Thus either A2=F or there is a pb # A2 for some b # D2 .
Note this forces |S(A2)|<|D2 | which implies there is sb # T2&(A2 _ S(A2)).
Note then that xsb+xa # K2 . Thus if LWA*, B* , xsb+xb # WA*, B* . As
xb # J3 , we have xsb+xb+xb=xsb # WA*, B* which implies xa # WA*, B* .
This contradiction forces L  1A*, B* and proves the lemma. K
Lemma 4.5. LA is the smallest element in binary order in 1A, B for every
pair of sets (A, B) satisfying conditions (4)(7).
Proof. This lemma follows from a similar argument employed in
Proposition 3.6. We merely apply that argument to the construction of LA
and 1A, B . K
Now suppose K is a k-dimensional subspace of V where LA PKOL.
Then K has as smallest basis
[v1 Ov2 O } } } Ovj&1 Owj O } } } Owk]. (8)
Suppose K # 1A, B . We then wish to show there are an even number of
pairs (A*, B*) satisfying conditions (4)(7) so that K # 1A*, B* . Our
strategy is to apply Lemma 3.3 to 1A, B to write down a basis of K that we
will utilize in the proof. Recall WA, B=(LA , XB) . By Lemma 4.5, LA is the
smallest element in binary order in 1A, B . The smallest basis for LA is
[v1 Ov2 O } } } Ovj&1]_+ [xt+xa | t # A1]_+ [xt | t # A2 _+ A3 _+ (T1&A1)].
The smallest base for XB is
[xpb+xqb+xb | pb # B2]
_+ [xt+xa | t # B1 _+ (T2&(A2 _+ B2))_+ (D2&A3)]
_+ [xt | t # E&(B1 _+ D2)].
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By Lemma 3.3 we can write the vectors wt for jtk in the smallest
basis of K in the form
wt= :
s # Mt
(xs+xa)+ :
s # Nt
xs
+ :
pb # Pt
(xpb+xqb+xb)+ :
s # Qt
(xs+xa)+ :
s # Rt
xs , (9)
where Mt A1 , Nt A2 _ A3 _ (T1&A1), Pt B2 , Qt B1 _+ (T2&
(A2 _+ B2))_+ (D2&A3) and Rt E&(B1 _+ D2). We will utilize a specialized
form of (9) in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.6. Suppose T1=D2=< and K # 1A, B where LA PKOL and
the pair (A, B) satisfies conditions (4)(7). Then the number of pairs
(A*, B*) satisfying conditions (4)(7) where K # 1A*, B* is even.
Proof. Note that in this case conditions (4)(7) force A=A2=T2 since
A1 T1=< and A3 D2=<. Thus if K # 1A*, B* then A*=A. In this
case Eq. (9) becomes
wt= :
s # Nt
xs + :
s # Qt
(xs+xa) + :
s # Rt
xs , (10)
where Nt T2 , Qt B1 , and Rt E&B1 . This follows since B2 S(A2)=<.
Now let Ut=spt(wt) & D for jtk. The only additional requirement for
an expression of the form (10) to be element of 1A, B* is that the parity of
|B & Ut | to be equal to the parity of |B* & Ut | for jtk. Only then will
the index a occur with the proper parity.
Set F=kt= j Ut . By Lemma 3.5 the number of B*D satisfying the
above parity conditions is
2 |D| &r+s, (11)
where r is the number of nonempty pairwise disjoint sets among the Ut and
s is the number of empty sets occurring among the first r disjoint sets in
a set decomposition of F of the form of Eq. (3). Note by the proof of
Lemma 3.4, |F |&r+s0. If F is a proper subset of D, then |D|&r&s1
and so by (11) the number of B* so K # 1A, B* is even.
Thus we may assume F=D. Since D=D1 , D=[bj<b j+1< } } } <bk].
This follows since none of the smallest nonzero indices in D1 are repeated,
T1=< and axiom (N2). Note that rk& j+1 and since |D|=k& j+1
we must have |D|&r0. If |D|&r1 then the value in (11) is even since
we must have s0. So we may assume |D|=r which implies that the Ut
for jtk are nonempty pairwise distinct subsets.
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Since KOL we must have from the basis (8) that wt Ovt for some t,
jtk. Further, w i=vi for jit&1. Note in this case that LA=
(J1 , J3) where J3=(xt | t # A2=T2) . Thus [v1 Ov2 O } } } Ovj&1 Oxij O
} } } Oxik] is the smallest basis of LA . Note lni(wt)lni(vt)=it . If lni(wt)<
it then wt Oxit . Since LA is the smallest in 1A, B we must have that xit is
the smallest in
Z=(W&X )&(v1 , v2 , ..., vj&1 , xij , ..., xit&1).
Since wt # Z we must have lni(wt)=it . Thus spt(wt) & D[bj<bj+1<
} } } <bt&1] as vt=xit+xbt . However, then we must have Ut 
[bj<bj+1< } } } <bt&1]. Since none of the Ut are empty we cannot have
t= j. For every i where jit&1, we have wi=vi so Ui=[bi]. In the set
decomposition (3) of D=ki= j Ui the following subset which is among the
first r disjoint subsets is empty:
Ut&\ .
|S|=2, t # S
US + .
But then since F=D we have s>0 so the value in (11) is even. K
Let L be a subspace of V satisfying condition N. To complete the proof
that L is the smallest element in binary order in the symmetric difference
of C-covers
1= :
A, B
1A, B ,
where the pair of subsets (A, B) satisfy conditions (4)(7) there is one
remaining case. Suppose K # 1A, B where LA PKOL and the pair (A, B)
satisfies conditions (4)(7). Further assume either T1 {< or D2 {<.
Then we must show the number of pairs (A*, B*) satisfying conditions
(4)(7) so that K # 1A*, B* is even. Our numerous computer calculations
show this is the case, but as yet we have been unable to find a proof.
5. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
A straightfoward computer program has been written to count the num-
ber of k-dimensional subspaces of V satisfying condition N and the results
are summarized in Table I for 4n12 and for 2kn&2.
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TABLE I
nk 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
4 24
5 60 79
6 125 274 230
7 231 749 1043 615
8 392 1750 3584 3485 1547
9 624 3654 10248 14565 10576 3722
10 945 7008 25662 49689 52368 29856 8667
11 1375 12573 58080 146223 208802 171434 79773 19700
12 1936 21373 121341 384087 710083 785190 521752 204336 43978
A famous conjecture of A. E. Brouwer [3] is that the dimension of the
universal embedding module Un for dual polar spaces of type Sp2n(2) is
*(n)=
(2n+1)(2n&1+1)
3
.
In fact Brouwer [7] has shown that *(n) is a lower bound for the dimension
of Un . Cooperstein [6] has shown *(n) is exactly the dimension of Un for
n=4 and n=5. Computer calculations by M. K. Bardoe and A. A. Ivanov
[2] have established the conjecture for n=6. It is well known that the
dimensions over GF(2) of the modules N 0n , N
1
n N
0
n , N
n&1
n N
n&2
n , and
Nnn N
n&1
n are 1, 2
n&1, n(n+1)2 , and 1, respectively. Note also that the dimension
of N kn N
k&1
n is at most the nullity of M(n, n&k) for 1kn&2. When
one sums the rows of the above table with these additional dimensions the
result is in fact *(n). This substantiates the belief that the relation
discovered by M. K. Bardoe and A. A. Ivanov is the only one necessary to
realize N in N
i&1
n as a quotient of the permutation module for SLn(2) on
n&i spaces of X, the fixed maximal isotropic subspace defined in Section 1.
In fact we conjecture the following to be true.
Conjecture. The nullity of M(n, k) equals the number of k-dimensional
subspaces of V satisfying condition N.
We also point out that the task of developing a closed formula for the
number of k-dimensional subspaces satisfying condition N seems probable
owing to the simplicity of axioms (N1) to (N3). Even more interesting is
the possibility of actually constructing dual polar spaces of type Sp2n(2)
inside the vector space spanned by all subspaces of the maximal isotropic
subspace X. In fact we conjecture that the subspaces of X satisfying condition
N can be identified with the points that generate a dual polar space of type
Sp2n(2).
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